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"So deep was my sorrow that at some point I felt like jumping
 under a train. I hopped on a London Bus instead, and Beatrice and

Beatrice and the London Bus  came about."Bus

 came about. "
 ''One day, I was sitting at a Starbucks by the Royal Free Hospital in 
Belsize Park. Having worked in that area for two years, I often found 
myself staring at a bus parked by the bus stand in front of the cafe. As I 
was sipping my coffe, I decided to write a song asking "that Bus" to take 
me away from everything as I was going thorugh a very difficult time 
.Then, I heard a grumpy but reassuring voice: “Get on board young lady 
- let's go!” I was stunned  –  the love and the positive energy I got from 
allowing myself to develop trust in an imaginary being – a LONDON 

BUS –  just as a child naturally does – helped me through my struggles. 
Then a girl came along, her name was BEATRICE, and the three of us 
embarked ON THE MOST FUN-LOVING, EXCITING JOURNEY of 
my life ... the writing of their adventures. My determination to bring my 

characters to life  as well as to bring them, one day, in front of children, 

hopefully inspiring them about pursuing their dreams,  never losing faith 

and learning to overcome struggles with the help of their own imagination, 

was my path to recovery. 
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